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Summary rollout, unwanted cornering forces were developed at the
nose gear.
An experimental investigation was conducted at the The purpose of this paper is to present results of tests
NASA Langley Research Center to study the effects of conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center to
various parameters on the cornering forces produced by a determine the cause of this cornering-force phenomenon.
rolling aircraft tire installed on a tilted, free-swiveling The paper also examines the effects of various param-
nose gear. The parameters studied included tilt angle, eters on the magnitude of cornering forces produced by
trail, tire inflation pressure, rake angle, vertical load, and a free-swiveling nose-gear tire rolling in a tilted attitude.
in the case of twin tires, whether or not they corotate. These parameters include tilt angle, trail, tire inflation
These parameters were evaluated by measuring the cor- pressure, rake angle, vertical load, and in the case of a
nering force produced by an aircraft tire installed on the twin-tire arrangement, whether the wheels are locked
nose gear of a modified vehicle as it was towed slowly, together to rotate as a unit or are allowed to rotate
Although more readily apparent in a corotating twin- independently.
tire system, this cornering-force phenomenon occurs in a
single tire when a tilt angle causes one side of the tire to Apparatus
have a smaller rolling radius than the other side and thus
creates a differential slip in the tire footprint. Test Vehicle and Tires
In general, the cornering-force coefficient increases as The vehicle used in this investigation was a modified
tilt angle increases. Increasing trail decreases the airboat shown in figure 1. A retractable tricycle landing
cornering-force coefficient nonlinearly for a given tilt gear was added to the airboat and provided a means for
angle. Tire inflation pressure has no effect on the producing roll attitudes up to l0 °. The airboat weighed
cornering-force coefficient, whereas nose-gear rake 4425 lb, and the vertical load on the nose gear was
decreases cornering-force coefficient. Increasing vertical typically 480 lb, except for tests examining the effect of
load dramatically decreases the cornering-force coef- vertical load, during which weights were added to the
ficient at a fixed tilt angle. Having a twin-tire system does nose gear. A more detailed description of the vehicle can
not affect the cornering-force coefficient if the tires can be found in reference 2. The lateral distance between the
rotate independently. However, if the twin-tire system main gears was approximately 11 ft, and the spacing be-
corotates, the cornering-force coefficient for a given tilt tween the nose gear and the main gear was 13.4 ft.
angle can be greatly increased. Several different nose-gear configurations were
studied in this investigation. Inserts were added to the
Introduction nose-gear piston to modify the standard zero-trail con-
figuration to configurations of 1.5 and 10 in. of trail.
The mechanical characteristics of tires sometimes Photographs of the zero-trail and 10-in.-trail configura-
cause them to produce forces not normally anticipated, tions are shown in figure 2. In addition, tests were con-
One such phenomenon involves a tire producing side or ducted on a twin-tire arrangement shown in figure 3. The
cornering forces when it rolls in a tilted condition and is distance between the wheel centerlines was 8 in. for the
free to pivot or swivel about the steering axis. This twin-tire arrangement. An insert for the nose-gear drag
phenomenon was observed in 1966 during landing-gear link was fabricated, and when installed, it produced a
tests conducted on a model of an HL-10 manned lifting forward rake angle of 10° on the nose gear.
entry vehicle (ref. 1). During these tests it was learned The nose-gear tires used in this investigation were
that asymmetrical main-gear strut deflection, which pro- 6.00 × 6 TT 8-ply type III aircraft tires with a rated load
duced a tilt on all three landing-gear struts, led to of 2350 lb. The main-gear tires were 6.50 × l0 TT 8-ply
development of side forces at the nose gear if it was free type III aircraft tires with a rated load of 3750 lb.
to swivel. It was demonstrated that this phenomenon
could be used as an alternate steering method. Since Towing System
publication of reference 1, however, this steering
phenomenon has not been recognized by the aviation A schematic of the towing system used in this in-
community in general, vestigation is shown in figure 4. The lead (tow) tug pulled
Recently, excessive and unexplained differential brak- both the test vehicle and the instrumentation tug; both
ing forces were required on some Space Shuttle orbiter tugs followed straight expansion joints on a flat concrete
landings to keep the orbiter aligned with the runway surface. A cable with an integral load cell was attached to
centerline. It was determined that the combination of the nose-gear cylinder and to the instrumentation tug.
crosswinds and runway crown caused the orbiter to The test vehicle was tilted away from the instrumentation
assume a roll or tilt angle, and since the nose gear is tug, so that the instrumented cable from the nose gear
typically operated in a free-swiveling mode during was always in tension. A portable generator provided
electrical power for the recording system mounted on the cornering-force-generation phenomenon and to obtain a
instrumentation tug. more accurate linear curve fit of the data at the lower tilt
angles.
Instrumentation
A strain-gauge-type load cell was used to measure the Nose-gear isolation tests. A series of tests was con-
ducted to determine if the main gears of the test vehicleload in the cable between the test vehicle nose gear and
affected the force readings obtained at the nose gear. Forthe instrumentation tug. For four tests, a strain-gauge-
type load cell was mounted in the left main-gear scissor these tests, a dolly was placed under the nose-gear tire, so
that no cornering forces could be generated by the tire.
assembly to obtain a measure of torque. The signals from
Then tests were conducted at tilt angles up to 10% Thethese strain gauges were recorded in real time on a strip
chart recorder, square symbols in figure 5 denote these forces as a func-
tion of tilt angle. Small cornering forces were observed
for these test conditions, with a maximum force of about
Testing Technique 25 lb at a tilt angle of 10°.
Before each towed run, the test vehicle and the two To verify the presence of these main-gear forces,
tugs were positioned, and all cables were secured. Next, another set of tests was conducted with a dolly under
the tilt angle for the test was set by raising or lowering each main-gear tire, so that cornering forces could not be
each gear while maintaining the proper rake angle. The generated by those tires, and any force measurements ob-
rake angle was normally set at 0 °. Finally, an instrumen- tained would be those generated strictly by the nose-gear
tation calibration was performed, and the tow test began, tire. The results are also presented in figure 5 and are
All tow tests were conducted at a speed of approximately denoted by the triangular symbols. The resultant corner-
5 ft/sec and covered a distance of approximately 200 ft ing forces are, in fact, lower than the original ones by the
on a level concrete apron, same 25 lb at a tilt angle of l0 °. All following tests were
conducted without dollies, and the measured nose-gear
Results and Discussion forces reported in this paper were adjusted to remove the
effect of the main-gear forces at the rate of 2.5 lb/deg of
The test conditions and results for each of the towed tilt.
runs are summarized in table I. The first series of test
results presented in the following paragraphs provides in- Differential slip within the tire footprint. The follow-
sights into the basic phenomenon of cornering-force ing free body diagram of the test vehicle during the test at
generation by tilted tires and sheds light on the underly- a tilt angle of 10 ° with a dolly under the nose gear in-
ing mechanisms responsible for these forces. The effects dicates that the main gears are producing a total force,
of various parameters on the cornering force produced 2Fm, of 25 lb in the direction of the tilt:
by an aircraft tire installed on a free-swivelingnose gear
are also evaluated in the following paragraphs. These
parameters include tilt angle, trail, tire inflation pressure,
rake angle, tire vertical load as a function of rated load, F
and in the case of a twin-tire arrangement, whether or n
not the tires corotate. Definitions of some of the
parameters and forces discussed in this paper are given in d
appendix A.
Generation of CorneringForces by a Tilted Tire on a
Free-SwivelingNose Gear Fm m \
Initial tests. The first set of data, represented by the
circular symbols in figure 5, was obtained to evaluate the 217 = 17 T = F d/2
effect of tilt angle on tire cornering force. The tire was in- m n n
flated to 24 psi and was loaded vertically to 480 lb, which
represents 20 percent of the tire rated load. A linear The measured force, Fn, at the nose gear and the
curve-fitting technique was applied to the experimental force produced by the main gears produced a couple on
data. A maximum cornering force of approximately the test vehicle of 25 lb times the spacing between the
310 lb was obtained for a tilt angle of 10°. Although the nose gear and the main gear, d, of 13.4 ft, or 335 ft-lb.
higher tilt angles, beyond 5o, would not be expected to The test vehicle did not yaw during the test. The absence
occur on an aircraft under normal operations, they were of yaw indicates that the main tires produced an oppos-
included in this investigation to illustrate more vividly the ing torque, 2T. The assumption was made that each main
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tire produced half of the opposing torque, which varied side force which acts behind the steering axis, as shown in
linearly from zero at no tilt to 167.5 ft-lb at a tilt angle of appendix B. The tires continue to steer in the direction of
10o. the torque until the moment produced by the side force
A calibrated load cell was placed in one of the main- acting behind the steering axis is balanced by the torque
gear scissor assemblies to provide a measurement of the due to differential slipping. When this torque equilibrium
torque produced by one of the main-gear tires. Figure 6 is reached, an unbalanced force, the cornering force due
presents plots of the measured main-gear torque and the to tilt, is present. This cornering force can be responsible
predicted torque based on the free body diagram as a for uncommanded steering inputs during aircraft ground
function of tilt angle. The prediction agrees very well operations. It should be noted that significant cornering
with the experimental data. The data show that there is forces due to tilt arise only when the nose gear is free to
indeed a torque produced in the footprint of a tilted, roll- swivel. If the nose gear is locked or nose-gear steering is
ing tire and that the mechanism that produces this torque engaged, the torque produced by differential slipping is
is the basis for the generation of cornering forces due to counteracted by the gear and aircraft structure, and cor-
tilt. nering forces due to tilt are essentially eliminated.
Another observation provided additionalinformation As a result of this investigation, it was determined
on this phenomenon. This observation involved the ap- that substantial torques due to differential slipping can be
pearance of the tire tracks of the main gear on the con- developed by a single tire. The "common axle" is the
crete test area after the vehicle was tested, especially at wheel itself. Reference 3 suggests that a single tire can be
the larger tilt angles. The tires left rubber deposits, and in treated as two thin tires separated by the tire width. For
each track, the edge toward the direction of tilt was ob- this analysis, the tire is treated as an infinite number of
viously darker. Thus, increased tire wear is indicated in thin tires, each having a different rolling radius based on
this region of the tire contact area. This observation sug- its lateral location in the tire footprint. A mathematical
gests that differential slip occurs across the footprint of a description of this approach can be found in appendix B.
tilted, rolling tire.
To illustrate this differential slip more clearly, a piece Effects of Various Parameters on Cornering Forces
of graph paper was lightly coated with grease, and a thin Generated by Tilted Tires
string was laid along one of the lines of the graph paper,
as shown in figure 7. The vehicle was tilted to 10° and Trail. The effect of trail on the cornering force
towed so that a main-gear tire rolled across the paper generated by a tilted, rolling tire is illustrated in figure 8.
perpendicular to the string. The grease prevented the Note that for the remainder of this paper, cornering force
string from moving after the tire had rolled off the paper, will be expressed as cornering-force coefficient,/%, deter-
and a visual indication was obtained of the differential mined by subtracting 2.5 lb/deg from each measured cor-
slipping that developed in the tire footprint. Both the ini- nering force at the various tilt angles and dividing by the
tial and final positions of the string are shown in figure 7. normal load on the nose gear for that test. The cornering-
The final position of the string near the left edge of the force coefficients were largest at zero trail and decreased
footprint indicated that this portion of the footprint was with increasing trail over the range of tilt angles tested.
in a slipping or braking condition. The final position of This trend of decreasing cornering-force coefficient with
the string near the right edge of the footprint indicated increasing trail is attributed to a moment balance. If it is
that this side of the tire was in a spinning or driving con- assumed that the torque due to differential slip produced
dition. These results indicate that the mechanism by by a tire at a fixed tilt angle is constant, then increasing
which tilted, rolling tires produce cornering force is dif- trail would provide a longer arm through which smaller
ferential slip. This differential slip is similar to that forces would be necessary to balance this torque.
observed in corotating twin-tire systems. Corotation has To illustrate the nonlinear behavior of/_c with respect
classically been defined with respect to a twin-tire system, to trail, figure 9 presents a plot of 1%as a function of trail
usually on a nose gear. Two tires are said to corotate if at various tilt angles. The data in the figure suggest the
their wheels share a common axle and are forced to rotate presence of an asymptotic relationship between 1% and
at the same angular velocity. If such a system is tilted, trail. One explanation for this asymptotic behavior may
one tire is more heavily loaded than the other, and a dif- be that the side-force moment arm described in appen-
ference in rolling radius is produced. Since the tires co- dix B is a fraction of the total footprint length, and as
rotate, the tire with the smaller rolling radius must slip, trail increases, the ratio of this moment arm to the total
whereas the other tire must spin. The differential slipping trail becomes smaller and eventually insignificant, at
creates a torque about the steering axis of the system, and which point a cornering-force limit has been reached.
if it is free to pivot, the system will tend to steer in the Note, however, that aircraft nose gears are not likely to
direction of the torque. The action of the tire rolling in a be designed with so much trail that this asymptotic limit
direction yawed to the direction of motion produces a is reached.
Tire inflation pressure. Several tests were conducted that as the tire deflection increases due to increased load,
to evaluate the effect of tire inflation pressure on the cor- the tire becomes less efficient at producing cornering
nering forces generated by a tilted, rolling tire. Figure 10 force at a given tilt angle. This behavior is very similar to
presents a plot of cornering-force coefficient as a func- that observed in references 4 and 5 and suggests that the
tion of tilt angle for various tire inflation pressures and response of a tilted tire may be similar to the response of
trails. Data obtained from previous tests at zero trail and a yawed tire for other parameters as well.
at an inflation pressure of 24 psi, denoted by the circular
symbols, are replotted, along with data at an inflation Independently rotating twin tires. Several tests were
pressure of 60 psi, denoted by the square symbols. These conducted to determine the effect of a twin-tire nose-gear
tests were conducted at a vertical load of 480 Ib, and the arrangement on the magnitude of the cornering forces
tire was operating in its normal deflection range. Infla- developed at the nose gear. The first test series was con-
tion pressure had no effect on the cornering-force coeffi- ducted with the twin-tire arrangement designed to allow
cient. This behavior may again be attributed to a moment each tire to rotate independently. (See fig. 3.) The vertical
balance. As tire inflation pressure increases, tire foot- load on the nose gear for these tests was 480 lb and
print width decreases, and a lower torque due to differen- represents 10 percent of the rated load for each of the
tial slipping is produced. However, the side-force twin tires compared with 20 percent of the rated load for
moment arm also decreases as a result of decreasing tire a single tire. Figure 13 presents a plot of cornering-force
footprint length, and the same side force is required to coefficient as a function of the tilt angle for both 1.5 and
act at a new fore and aft position to balance the torque. 10 in. of trail. Twin-tire data are compared with pre-
Another set of tests was conducted at 1.5 in. of trail at viously presented single-tire data. The data indicate that
a tire inflation pressure of 12psi. These data, denoted by the cornering-force coefficients are relatively insensitive
the diamond symbols in figure 10, are compared with to the modified nose-gear geometry as long as the tires
data previously obtained at 24 psi, denoted by the are allowed to rotate independently.
triangular symbols. The cornering-force coefficient at an
inflation pressure of 12psi is less than that at 24 psi. The Corotating twin tires. Tests were also conducted to
reason for this behavior is most likely underinflation of determine the effect of forcing the twin-tire system to
the tire at 12 psi. Thus, the load produced excessive tire corotate on the magnitude of the cornering forces
deflection past the design limit of approximately 35 per- generated by the tires. The independent twin-tire system
cent. In this case the tire did not behave as expected and was made to corotate by bolting the split rims of each
produced less cornering force than normal, wheel together. The spacing between these wheels was
8 in. from center to center. In figure 14, cornering-force
Rake angle. One set of tests was conducted with the coefficient is plotted as a function of tilt angle, and data
nose-gear strut raked forward at an angle of 10° to for corotating twin tires are compared with data for in-
evaluate the effect of rake on the cornering-force coeffi- dependently rotating twin tires at both 1.5 and 10 in. of
cient developed by a tilted tire. The results of the forward trail. All these data were obtained at a vertical load of
rake tests, denoted by the square symbols, are plotted in 480 lb; hence, each tire for the twin-tire arrangement was
figure 1I, along with data obtained at zero rake, denoted operating at 10 percent of its rated load. The data show
by the circular symbols. Both sets of data were obtained an increase of up to 500 percent in the sensitivity of the
with 1.5 in. of trail. Rake angle reduces the cornering- cornering-force coefficient to tilt angle for 1.5 in. of trail
force coefficient at a given tilt angle, with a reduction of when the tires are forced to corotate. For both trail cases,
about 14 percent at a forward rake angle of 10°. as the tilt angle passed through about 5o, one tire began
to leave the ground. This action caused the system to
Vertical load. Steering forces developed by a yawed, behave more like a single-tire system. At a tilt angle of
rolling tire are sensitive to variations in the vertical load about 8o, the tire was completely free of the ground, and
(refs. 4 and 5). A series of tests was conducted to deter- the twin-tire system acted exactly like the single-tire
mine if this effect was also associated with the cornering system. One should note that one of the tires also left the
forces developed by a tilted, rolling tire. Tests were con- ground during the independent twin-tire tests; however,
ducted on a single tire at vertical loads of 480, 980, and an inflection point in the curve was not present, since the
1760 lb, representing 20, 42, and 75 percent of the tire system was already duplicating single-tire data prior to
rated load, respectively. All tests were conducted with a the tilt angle of 5o.
trail of 1.5 in. The results of these tests are plotted in The increase in sensitivity of the cornering-force coef-
figure 12. As the vertical load on the tire is increased, the ficient to tilt angle for the corotating twin-tire system is
slope of the cornering-force-coefficient curve decreases probably influenced by the lateral spacing of the tires.
from 0.041/deg at 20 percent of the rated load to Each tire of the corotating set apparently produces the
0.022/deg at 75 percent of the rated load. This indicates same moment due to differential slip as its independent
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set counterpart. However, there is obviously an addi- the forces generated by the tire(s) measured perpen-
tional moment produced as a result of the gross dif- dicular to the direction of motion as the vehicle was
ference in rolling radius between the two tires, and this towed in a tilted attitude with the nose gear free to swivel.
rolling-radius differential is proportional to the distance The results of this investigation indicate that differen-
between the tire centerlines. Hence, for a given set of co- tial slip across the width of the tire footprint is the
rotating twin tires, increasing the separation distance mechanism by which cornering forces are generated by a
should produce larger cornering-force coefficients for the rolling tire installed on a tilted, free-swiveling nose gear.
same tilt angles. Generally, cornering-force coefficient increased with
Additional tests were conducted on the corotating increasing tilt angle. Increasing the trail on the nose gear
twin-tire configuration to evaluate the effect of vertical had the effect of nonlinearly decreasing the cornering-
load on the cornering-force coefficient. The results of force coefficient. It was determined that tire inflation
these tests are presented in figure 15. Tests were con- pressure variations had no effect on the cornering-force
ducted with 1.5 in. of trail at vertical loads of 480, 980, coefficient as long as the tire was within the design deflec-
and 1760 lb representing 10, 21, and 37 percent of the tion range. Forward rake angle on the nose gear de-
rated load on each tire, respectively. The trend of creased the cornering-force coefficient produced at a
decreasing cornering-force coefficient with increasing given tilt angle. Increasing vertical load decreased the
vertical load was present as it was with the single-tire con- cornering-force coefficient substantially.
figuration. Again, this behavior is similar to that ob- A nose gear with independently rotating twin tires will
served in references 4 and 5 for steering forces developed produce cornering-force coefficients comparable to those
under yawed, rolling conditions, produced by a single-tire configuration. If the tires are
made to corotate, however, the cornering-force coeffi-
Concluding Remarks cients at a given tilt angle can be greatly magnified. The
nose-gear configuration most likely to produce the largest
An experimental investigation was conducted to ex- cornering forces due to tilt angle would be a corotating
amine the effects of various parameters on the cornering twin-tire system with zero trail and rake angle and with
forces produced by a rolling aircraft tire installed on a the tires widely separated on a free-swiveling system.
tilted, free-swiveling nose gear. A modified airboat
equipped with a tricycle landing gear was used as the test
vehicle. Parameters studied included tilt angle, trail, tire
inflation pressure, rake angle, vertical load, and in the NASA Langley Research Center
case of a twin-tire configuration, whether or not the tires Hampton, VA 23665
corotate. These parameters were evaluated by comparing May 14, 1985
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Appendix A
Definitions
Tilt angle. Tilt angle on the nose gear is defined as the angle in a vertical plane between the wheel axle
and the local surface on which the tire is operating.
FRONT
_I VIEW
LT ANGLE
Trail. Trail is defined as the distance between the rotational axis of the strut and the wheel axle at zero
yaw angle.
ROTAT IONAL
AXIS
SIDE
TRAIL VIEW
Rake angle. Rake angle is defined as the angle in the vertical plane between the rotational axis of the
strut and a line perpendicular to the local surface on which the tire is operating. Note that rake angle
can be toward either the rear or the front of the vehicle.
ROTATIONAL
AXIS
SIDE
VIEW
RAKE ANGLE
Yaw angle. Yaw angle is defined as the angle in a horizontal plane between the wheel axle and a line
perpendicular to the direction of motion of the wheel axle.
DIRECTION
OF MOTION
TOP
VIEW
_ ANGLE
Side force. Side force is defined as a force in the tire footprint parallel to the wheel axle.
Cornering force. Cornering force is defined as the component of the side force that is perpendicular to
the direction of motion.
DIRECTION
OF MOTION
TOP
I VIEW
CORNERINGFORCE_
SIDE
FORCE
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Appendix B (assumed to be constant), times the local friction coeffi-
cient, p-local,which is a function of footprint lateral loca-
Method of Predicting Torque Due to Differential tion because of differential slipping. Therefore,
Slip in the Tire Footprint
The following is a diagram of the footprint of a non- /, x
tilted, yawed, rolling tire: Tds = Nlocal p-localdy + !o Niocal p-localdyO
(B1)
DIRECTION
OF MOTION where dy is the incremental distance across the tire
(--._ _ footprint.CENTEROF PRESSURE The slip ratio, S, is defined as the difference between
__ STEERINGAXIS ground speed and tire speed divided by the ground speed;hence, a locked, skidding tire would have a slip ratio of I.
SIDE r_ _ Data presented in reference 6 indicate that for slip ratios
FORCE up to about 0.1, the friction coefficient on a dry surface
can be expressed as
A free-rolling tire has rolling resistance, and thefact that
it does not accelerate indicates that the normal force acts #local= 7.8S (B2)
forward of the steering axis at the center of pressure. If
the tire is tilted, this normal force produces a very small The maximum difference in slip ratio between one
torque, which tends to counteract the torque due to dif- edge of the footprint and the other is defined as
ferential slip. This small torque is neglected for the
calculations in this paper. Also, the fact that a yawed tire Smax _ Wsin _b (B3)
exhibits aligning torque indicates that a side force acts at R
some distance behind the steering axis; this distance "a" where
is referred to as the side-force moment arm. The torque
due to differential slipping, Tds, creates a yaw angle in W footprint width
the tire footprint; consequently, a side force develops _ tilt angle
that tends to balance this torque produced by the dif- R rolling radius of tilted tire
ferential slipping.
A method of predicting the torque produced by dif- If y is the instantaneous lateral position between the
ferential slipping in a single tire has been developed and neutral point and the edge of the footprint, then
makes use of the following diagram, which is based on
the results of the test shown in figure 7: _ 7.8SmaxY
P'local (B4)W
NEUTRAL [ NOW,substituting the expression for p-localfrom equa-
l
POINT tion (B4) into equation (B1) gives
SLIPPING SPINNING W-X
SIDE SIDE Tds: f Nl°cal 7"8Smax y d))x w
,.Io
w
The torque on the tire is the sum of all discrete forces fx
times their distances from the footprint neutral point. + NlocaI 7.8SmaxY dy (B5)
Each force is equal to the local normal force, Nlocal J0 W
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Figure 4. Schematic of tow test setup.
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Figure 5. Variation of cornering force as a function of tilt angle for various
test configurations.
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Figure 6. Variation of torque generated by main-gear tire as a function of tilt angle.
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Figure 7. Illustration of differential slip in footprint of tilted, rolling tire.
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Figure 8. Variation of cornering-force coefficient as a function of tilt angle for various nose-gear trails.
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Figure 9. Variation of cornering-force coefficient as a function of trail for various tilt angles.
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Figure 10. Variation of cornering-force coefficient as a function of tilt angle for various inflation pressures
and trails.
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Figure 11. Variation of cornering-force coefficient as a function of tilt angle for various rake angles.
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Figure 12. Variation of cornering-force coefficient as a function of tilt angle for different vertical loads.
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Figure 13. Variation of cornering-force coefficient as a function of tilt angle for various tire arrangements
and trails.
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Figure 14. Variation of cornering-force coefficient as a function of tilt angle for various twin-tire
arrangements and trails.
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Figure 15. Variation of cornering-force coefficient as a function of tilt angle for a corotating twin-tire
arrangement at different vertical loads.
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